All items listed are ‘Fairchild Core’ and will be found in the library, not at the Gunter Storage Facility.

- Al Qaeda in its Third Decade: Irreversible Decline or Imminent Victory?
  Call Number: 363.3250956 J52a

- The American Culture of War: The History of U.S. Military Force from World War II to Operation Enduring Freedom
  Call Number: 306.270973 L673a 2012

- Babylon: Mesopotamia and the Birth of Civilization
  Call Number: 935 K92b

- The China Choice: Why America Should Share Power
  Call Number: 327.73051 W584c

- The Complexity of Modern Asymmetric Warfare
  Call Number: 355.0218 M295c

- Containing Iran: Strategies for Addressing the Iranian Nuclear Challenge
  Call Number: 327.17470955 R288c

- Embers of War: The Fall of an Empire and the Making of America’s Vietnam
  Call Number: 959.7041 L832e

- Europe’s Angry Muslims: The Revolt of the Second Generation
  Call Number: 320.557094 L529e

- No Easy Day: The Autobiography of a Navy SEAL; The Firsthand Account of the Mission that Killed Osama bin Laden
  Call Number: 958.1047092 O97n

- Private Pictures: Soldiers’ Inside View of War
  Call Number: 320.557094 S927p

- Report on Aircraft Oxygen Generation
  Call Number: M-U 39461-272

- Risk Intelligence: How to Live with Uncertainty
  Call Number: 302.12 E92r

- Soldiers and Statesmen: Reflections on Leadership
  Call Number: 303.34 E36s

- Understanding Terrorist Finance
  Call Number: 363.325 W832u

- The Woman Who Wasn’t There: The True Story of an Incredible Deception
  Call Number: 940.54503 W927 v.1-2